Transition-path properties for folding reactions in the limit of small barriers.
Transition paths are of great interest because they encapsulate information about the mechanisms of barrier-crossing reactions. Analysis of experiments measuring biomolecular folding reactions has relied on expressions for properties of transition paths such as transition-path times and velocities that hold in the limit of large harmonic barriers, but real molecules often have relatively small barriers. Recent theoretical work presented more general expressions for transition-path properties. Here we extend this work, deriving expressions from the general case that can be applied to small harmonic barriers. We first compared the performance of small-barrier, large-barrier, and general solutions when applied to simulated transitions, focusing on improvements in estimates of the diffusion coefficient determined from transition times and velocities. We then applied these expressions to experimental data from force spectroscopy measurements of DNA hairpins. We found that the low-barrier approximation and exact solution reduced or resolved the small but systematic inconsistencies that had arisen from assuming large harmonic barriers, demonstrating the practical utility of the new equations for analyzing experimental data.